1st grade Narrative Writing Rubric
Student_____________________________

1st grade Narrative Writing Rubric

Date_____________

Student_____________________________

Date_____________

Prompt___________________________________________________

Prompt___________________________________________________

Use the appropriate section(s) to evaluate the focus correction area
selected for instruction as well as appropriate review areas.

Use the appropriate section(s) to evaluate the focus correction area
selected for instruction as well as appropriate review areas.







Did student produce a narrative writing piece?
Did student respond to prompt? Yes No

DESK

3

Recount two or
more
appropriately
sequenced events

Includes 2 or
more events
that are written
in sequence

Include some
details regarding
what happened

Includes details
to describe all
events
Uses a variety
of words to
indicate the
order of the
events
Provides a
meaningful
ending

Use temporal
words to signal
event order
Provide some
sense of closure
Focus on a topic

Total____________
Comments:

Stays on topic

Yes

2
Includes 2 or
more events
that are not
written in
sequence
Includes details
to describe
some events
Uses one word
to indicate the
order of the
events
(then...then)

No

1

Did student produce a narrative writing piece?
Did student respond to prompt? Yes No

DESK

3

Includes only 1
event

Recount two or
more
appropriately
sequenced events

Includes 2 or
more events
that are written
in sequence

Includes few to
no details to
describe events

Include some
details regarding
what happened

Doesn’t use
words to
indicate event
order

Use temporal
words to signal
event order

Provides an
ending

Provides no
ending

Provide some
sense of closure

Includes details
to describe all
events
Uses a variety
of words to
indicate the
order of the
events
Provides a
meaningful
ending

Some parts on
topic

Not on topic

Focus on a topic

Stays on topic

Yes

2

No

1

Includes 2 or
more events
that are not
written in
sequence
Includes details
to describe
some events
Uses one word
to indicate the
order of the
events
(then...then)

Includes few to
no details to
describe events

Provides an
ending

Provides no
ending

Some parts on
topic

Not on topic

Includes only 1
event

Doesn’t use
words to
indicate event
order

Total____________
Comments:
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